April 1st, 2019

Dear Mr. John M. Vassiliades P.E.,

It was an incredible honor to receive the 2019 James E. Roberts award from the PECG for my
“Earthquakes” project at the Los Angeles County science and engineering fair. Currently, I am in 6th
grade at Sierra Madre Middle School. What started as a class science project at school quickly
blossomed into not only a fascination but a passion. Growing up in Southern California, earthquakes
have always been a part of my life, from the discussions and drills at school to the small preparations
made at home. My parents have always set aside supplies of water and food in the event that we find
ourselves in need. With so much talk and preparation, should the big one hit, I was curious to know
more about what kind of damage could I expect? What areas would suffer the most? What, if anything,
could be done? While there’s no way to know for sure the where or the when because we can’t
accurately predict it, what we can predict is where we might be most vulnerable.
When developing my project idea my focus was on the terrain versus structures. How did one
affect the other? How does the damage to structures vary based on the different terrains they are built
on? To test this, I attempted to simulate the different types of earthquakes on a variety of terrains. I
made three boxes out of wood and put sand/silt in one, bedrock/mountain in another and finally a moist
clay in the last. To recreate the jolt of a Primary wave I hit the side of the box with a hammer and then
to simulate the Secondary wave I rolled a dowel underneath the terrain. In order to test how much
damage the earthquake would cause, I built a small structure of wood blocks on each of them.
My hypothesis was that the structure on the sand/silt would have less damage from the P wave
because it would absorb the shock, but more from the S wave because sand shifts easily. On the other
hand, the structure on the bedrock/mountain would most likely take little to no damage with the S

wave because it doesn’t shift as easily as sand/silt, but the structure would also be able to survive the P
wave because it was so dense. The structure on the clay, if it was compact enough, could potentially
take less damage to the P wave and more damage to the S wave because it rolls and shifts with the
dowel. My hypothesis was mostly correct! The structure on sand/silt took less damage in the P wave but
was destroyed by the S wave. The bedrock/mountain survived damage during the S wave, however, the
structure shifted a small amount during the P wave. Finally, the clay took some damage to both but was
not completely destroyed during the S wave. My findings were that the safest terrain to live on during
an earthquake is mountain/bedrock. However, if you are at the epicenter I don’t believe any terrain
would help if the earthquake is powerful enough.
To ensure my findings were validated, I was lucky enough to secure an interview with Dr.
Jennifer Andrews a seismologist at CalTech. In addition to confirming my findings, I also discovered
that certain terrains amplify the movement of the earth while others can dampen it. Hard bedrock
found in mountainous areas makes it more difficult for the earthquake to travel through, therefore
making it die out more quickly. The reverse is true of sand and silt. Making the L.A. basin a vulnerable
place for structures.
This award has inspired me to keep learning and researching about earthquakes and their
effects on our infrastructure. Thank you so much for this incredible honor. I’m grateful to the PECG for
their recognition of my science project but more importantly, I am grateful to them for all their work in
making our bridges, buildings, and environment a better place to be.

Sincerely,
Farrah McGarry
Sierra Madre Middle School

